overbed table
SETUP GUIDE

1. OVERBED COMPONENTS
This Overbed Table comes with the following parts:
Description

Thank you for choosing this Aspire Overbed
Table.
This product has been designed to offer
supreme stability, safety and adjustability.

Quantity

Table Top with bracket mounted on bottom surface

x1

Upright Post with quick adjustment lever and fixing knob

x1

C-Shape Base Frame with 4 x black castor wheels (2 x locking)

x1

14mm Bolts (Long) with washers and spacers (FOR BASE)

x2

12mm Bolts (Short) with washers (FOR TABLE TOP)

x2

LAMINATE TABLE TOP
accommodates food
trays, personal items,
and provides a stable
writing surface

12 Month Warranty

It is important that you read this setup guide
carefully before using your Aspire Overbed
Table.

FIXING KNOB to
tighten upright
in place

QUICK
ADJUSTMENT
LEVER
makes height
adjustment
easy for users
and carers

FLAT PACK
CARTON DESIGN is
utilised to improve
shipping / storage
efficiency and
reduce potential for
damage

Laminate AC
White Top
BEA006700
2

Laminate
Beech Top
BEA006701

Thermoform Recessed
Top (Cream)
BEA028000
3

Split Tilt Top
(Cream)
BEA028100

TWO LOCKING CASTORS
allow the table to move easily
and be positioned securely

2. ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

3. ADJUSTING YOUR TABLE

Open the carton carefully. DO NOT USE a box cutter or sharp implement as this may
damage the product. For OH&S, lay the carton on its side with the top of the carton
open and slide out the Overbed Table contents.

To Adjust your Over Bed Table:

1. Loosen the fixing knob on
the upright post.

1. Insert spacaers, 14mm bolts and
washers into the mounting plate on
the C-shape base (from below).

2. With one hand pull and
release the quick adjustment
lever and move the table up
or down until the desired
height is reached. Minimal
force should be required.

2. Locate 14mm bolts into the base of the
upright post and tighten. Ensure the
upright post is straight on the base plate
whilst tightening. Loctite or other fixing
agents may be used if required.

3. Insert upright post table support bar
into table top bracket and attach using
12mm short bolts and small washers.

3. Re-tighten fixing knob to
lock in place.

4. Remove the transportation screw from
the upright and your over bed table is
ready for use.
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